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Chairman’s Bit!
At last it really does feel as though things are getting back to normal. Most members are
flying regularly again and we have resumed visitor flights. Of course some things aren't the
way they were in the past - for instance the sun shone throughout club week!
It has been great to see old friends again. Most of us haven't met for at least twelve months,
but in some cases it has been even longer, so it was especially good to see the likes of Lewis
Grey and Mike Desmond at the launchpoint again.
We are in the happy position of having all of the club fleet in service, thanks to the efforts of
Ian and Reg in the workshop and also to Ian and Tony for towing back the glass two-seaters.
The field is looking great, but as always needs constant attention in terms of mowing and
rolling at this time of year. Huge thanks to the dedicated few who leap on the topper before
or after flying.
We are also now seeing the benefits of all the hard work Richard Peake and his team have
put in over the last few months on the tracks and launch areas. Like the Forth Road Bridge,
work on the field and tracks is never finished. It hardly seems fair that the same handful of
members shoulder the bulk of this work which is for all of our benefits, so please get
involved and share the burden.
Before the clubhouse could re-open in line with the Government road map, Tony Perry and
others set to with mops and marigolds to clear away twelve months of accumulated grease
and grime. Again, we all benefit from those efforts so let's keep the place ship shape. We
have plenty of cleaning materials available, so even if we all spent a few minutes keeping the
kitchen and club rooms clean and tidy it will make a huge difference.
On a related note, Phil Punt has prepared a schedule of repairs and re-decorating tasks for
every room in the clubhouse and has already started clearing the porch and lobby areas and
prepping the walls for decorating. Our plan is to concentrate on the "public" areas first, such
as the lecture room and downstairs kitchen and clubroom, although we would also like to
make the bunkrooms habitable again soon too.
Although we are getting some input from external plumbers and plasterers, the bulk of the
work will have to be undertaken by members and it goes without saying that the more
people that are involved, the sooner we can get the work done. As Phil constantly reminds us,
everyone's priority is to fly, so we don't expect anyone to be wielding a paintbrush in a 15kt
westerly with cloudbase at 5,000 feet, but how often does that happen at Chipping? If you
are part of the duty team on a dodgy weather day when flying is delayed or abandoned, why
not find out what needs doing and help out ?

N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are active and can be clicked through - Ed
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It is good to be back again and we should be grateful that we are in a better position than
several other gliding clubs. Eden Soaring's own operations have been curtailed and some of
their pilots have found their way down the M6 to Chipping. Please make them welcome and
hopefully it won't be too long before we can visit them at their own airfield again.
Walney, (Lakes GC) are experiencing access restrictions as a result of their landlord's (BAe)
Covid protocols. It means that no one from BFGC (or any other club for that matter) should
just turn up on spec, as the club needs prior notice to arrange access. If you are thinking of
going up there, please let myself or Richard Peake know no later than the Wednesday before
your planned visit, (sooner if possible) and we will see what can be done.
Happy (and safe) soaring!
Richard Turpin - Chairman

Looking out from the winch the
other day, Tony Platt spotted this
clutch of future aviators who will
soon be going solo from Chipping.
Happy landings guys!

Stella

How low
can you go?

Airfield Dog
Extraordinaire and
Official Launch Point
Guardian.
She was, without a doubt,
the goodest girl and we
will all miss having
her around the club.
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Training Slots
Just a reminder regarding the weekend-only bookable
training slots.
Any member can reserve 2x bookable slots at any one
time (for different days).
Please check what is available before asking for a slot.
(Several members have asked for slots that don’t exist.)
There are 4x pre-bookable slots for each weekend day.
The “Live” information of what slots are available can be
found here https://www.bfgc.co.uk/Bookings.pdf
To book a slot follow this link:
https://www.bfgc.co.uk/bookings.html
or simply send an email with your request to cfi@bfgc.co.uk
Please let me know if you are unable to attend. Your slot can then be offered to someone else.
How it works at the club
There will always be at least one instructor on site when we fly. That instructor will give
priority to those that have pre-booked slots.
However, after those with priority slots have flown, the instructor will revert to the flying list
if time allows, so even if you have not obtained a pre-booked slot you may still fly.
We may also have additional instructors available. A perfect example of this was Saturday
22nd May. There were 4 pre-booked slots, but one didn’t turn up. There were also 3x
additional instructors on site offering their services, so we had extra capacity.
Those members on site filled their boots. Some got 3x flights each. (4 members had long
training flights that had not been pre-booked).
If you want to learn to fly at the weekends, book a slot if you can, or just turn up and put
your name on the flying list as it’s always been. Nothing has changed.
You cannot learn to fly at home!
Ian Ashton - CFI

Every Dog has his Day!

Who says you can’t teach an old
dog new tricks? Here we see Pilot
Officer Muttley receiving final
instructions before grabbing the
stick and taking the lead in a
mission to sniff out and tail the
enemy. It’s top secret stuff, but
he refuses to be muzzled. Since
being collared by the CO, he’s
been doggedly boning up, without
paws, on the details of the sortie
and in spite of ruff weather, he
promised a treat in store as he
took off, waggling his rear end to
those on the ground.
(OK, I’ll stop now! - Ed.)
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Turbo? or Not Turbo?
Any pilot who’s bought a glider with a
sustainer engine will have met with the wrath
of a purist or two for having “sold out” and for
somehow being seen as “cheating.” I know I
certainly did when I bought my Ventus bT in
2015. I suppose it all comes down to your
personal soaring philosophy and why you’re
up there in a glider in the first place.
Many pilots are devotees of competitive crosscountry flying. They study the weather
patterns before take-off, map out a course
and a distance to fly and then set off to
complete their course in the fastest time possible. If they set themselves a 2-hour task and
manage to complete it and be back again in an hour and a half, they’re overjoyed. We’re all
different, but I have to say that I just don’t understand that at all. The last thing I ever
wanted to do was shorten the time I spent in the air. I once mentioned a spectacular view
I’d seen to one of these pilots and he said “Oh, I never really get time to look down while I’m
flying. I’m too busy.”
Of course, everyone is perfectly entitled to enjoy their flying the way they want, (even me!)
but I see all this as the ‘Maths and Science’ of flying and I was always far more interested in
the ‘Art and Poetry!’ I flew for 10 years in “pure” gliders and undertook cross country badge
flights from time to time. I even got a 100k Diploma and a couple of Diamond distance
awards, but I generally found these flights to be a breathless rush, stressful and not very
enjoyable. To me, the ideal flight involved launching myself into the air, melting into the
wind and doing whatever it took to stay up as long as possible and make the absolute most
of whatever the weather conditions allowed that day. I flew many flights over 200k, but only
to go somewhere that seemed interesting and looked like it offered some good photo
opportunities on the day. Some of my colleagues shook their heads in despair at this
approach, (much as they did whenever they rushed over to join me in a thermal, only to
discover that I was actually circling in sink to get a good photo!) but it kept me very happy.
I mainly bought the turbo for peace of mind, because, as sole owner of my glider, I never
had a syndicate retrieve crew to get me out of trouble if I had to land in a field, which I found
stressful and I was getting too old for such anxieties. I also bought it because it opened up
possibilities that would improve my chances of getting what I would consider a “good” flight
on marginal days.
One particular flight in 2018 really proved how the turbo sustainer (and the quality of the
Ventus) were worth their weight in gold to me. I was on a club expedition to Portmoak and it
didn’t appear to be a particularly good day. It was hot and sunny, but the winds were light
and from the east, which meant that none of the local hills could be used for ridge soaring.
Worse still, the airfield’s tug aircraft was
undergoing repairs, so we were only
getting winch launches and then only up to
about 900 feet in the light winds, so most
flights that day were just circuits.
Because I had the Ventus, there was
another option for me and I decided to fire
up the engine ‘off the wire’. This involves
releasing from the cable and then
immediately raising the engine. (It takes
about one minute to fully extend, but that
seems much longer when you’re low and
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anxious!) I then had to dive towards the
ground at around 80 knots to spin the
propeller blades before engaging the engine
to fire it up. As I’d only got just over 850
feet from the winch launch, this all took
place worryingly low! However, the engine
fired beautifully and I was able to set off and
give myself a ‘cheap aerotow’, climbing to
2,000 feet and positioning myself over an
area a couple of miles north of the airfield
that often produced thermals.
I was in luck and soon found some lift and a
line of promising cumulus clouds leading west towards the Gleneagles golf club. I’d never
been there before, so I set off in that direction. The lift got even better and I ended up over
the town of Callender. From there, I could see the Cairngorms range which lay to the north,
all bare rock, lochs and snow patches and I headed up that way a bit to see what the
conditions were like. I was thrilled to find that the hot sun was heating up the granite rocks
below and the peaks were creating healthy thermals. Some years before, I’d been on an
expedition to Feshiebridge, which lies to
the north of the Cairngorms, near
Aviemore. It had taken an absolute age to
drive all the way up there and, just for
curiosity, I entered it into the flight
computer to get a heading and distance. I
was astonished to find that it was only
about 35 miles north of me in a straight
line and that meant I could probably be
there in well under an hour. I’ll readily
admit, that if I didn’t have the turbo
behind me, I probably wouldn’t have dared
to risk it. Of course, you could never
guarantee that the engine would fire every time anyway, but it gave me enough confidence
to head north over miles of ‘moon country’ to see if I could make it, but ready to turn back if
things got tricky. The sun on the mountains maintained good lift all the way and patches of
cumulus generally showed where the thermals were, so it turned into a fairly comfortable
flight with only a few nervous moments when I got a bit lower than I wanted to be and had
to find an elusive thermal.
When I arrived at Feshie, I took some photographs and turned to head back, but it seemed a
shame to waste such good conditions, so I typed ‘Aboyne’ into the Oudie and found I was
now only 30 miles from there. Aboyne lay to the east of me, near the coast, just south of
Aberdeen and I’d always
wanted to fly from there,
so I thought I’d take this
opportunity to see what the
area looked like. The good
Looking down on Husbands Bosworth airfield from the cockpit of Jon’s ASW19
lift maintained and I was
circling over the airfield
some 40 minutes later and
once again took some
photos before setting
course back to Portmoak,
which was now about 40
miles to the south west.
Feshiebridge and Aboyne

And that was when I hit
problems! A sea-breeze
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front suddenly swept through from the
North Sea and killed all the thermal
activity in the sky. I was flying at just
over 5,000 feet at the time and so had
enough height to glide for around 25 miles
or so in still air. Fortunately, I was now
flying to the south of the big mountains, so
I didn’t have to clear any high ridges as I
headed down a valley toward the River Tay.
I didn’t find a scrap of useable lift after
that and by about 5pm, I was flying at just
over 1,000 feet to the west of Dundee,
with the Tay forming a wide barrier in front
of me. In any normal glider, I would have had to drop it into a field then and telephone
someone to bring my trailer over for a retrieve. That would have meant half a dozen of the
club members on the expedition spending their Friday evening de-rigging and driving, rather
than being able to relax back at the lodge.
However, thanks to the Ventus and its Turbo,
I was able to fire up the engine again. A 10
minute burn allowed me to fly over the Tay
under power and gain a couple of thousand
feet at the same time. I then put the engine
away and did a final glide back to the airfield
for a normal landing. Better still, not only
did I save everyone a tiresome retrieve on a
Friday evening, but I was also available to
drive to the local town and get in the fish
and chip supper for everyone that evening.
Telltale signs of a sea breeze front!
I later found out that, back at Portmoak,
the best flights all day had been flown by the odd lucky pilot who’d launched straight into a
thermal by the field and managed to stay up for 20 minutes or so. I certainly blessed my
turbo that day!

I analysed my 5½ hour flight that night and found that from the time I initially stopped the
engine, (‘released from aerotow’) to the time I fired up again (‘landed in a field’) I’d flown a
legal 306km (190 miles) over the mountains. It was my personal best flight distance in the
UK and had been a truly memorable experience. It wasn’t only the flight of the year for me,
it was one of the top flights ever in my 15 years in gliders. Without the Turbo, I would have
missed this wonderful experience and been all the poorer for that. And as for the accusation
that I somehow “cheated” to get it, I’ll point out that you can’t cheat if you’re not competing.
I was there to experience the thrill of a brilliant soaring flight across a mountain range and to
take some superb photos. The last
thing in the world I was thinking about
was posting flights to BGA ladders etc.
I’ve never posted a flight and had no
intention of ever doing so. It’s not why
I fly. I’ll happily leave that to the
people who care about such things.
- Keith Clarke

Crossing the River Tay

(Of course, if you disagree with me and
would like to make the compelling case
for competitive cross-country flying, I’d
be delighted to print your article about it
in the September issue - Ed.)
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Why is Aviation so French?
Because, from the 1890s to WW1, lots of French people were working on
developing aircraft and, unlike their American counterparts, they
published every detail of their designs, so their vocabulary got picked
up, while Americans worked in secrecy and didn’t tell anyone what
they were inventing (until it was finished) let alone what they called
the components.
Bleriot, Santos-Dumont, Hanriot, Voisin, Farman, Esnault-Pelterie, Ferber,
Ader, des Moulinais, Vedrines, du Temple, Levavaseur (and those are just
the ones that succeeded!) all met as a group multiple times a year to give
detailed presentations about their designs, published books and papers and articles, held
races and got on the news, because average citizens were all super-excited about these
newfangled flying machines. So that’s how, where and when a lot of the language was
created and standardized - words like aileron, fuselage, aviation, empennage, nacelle, canard
and of course, hangar, (the shed where it all took place).
Then WW1 happened and this added many new French airplane makers: Nieuport, MoraneSaulnier, SPAD...
In the US, there were also lots of people working on early airplanes at that time and in some
important ways, they were even more advanced. By contrast however, they were secretive,
and never told anyone about what they were doing beyond public demonstrations of the
finished product and the bare minimum technical details that you need to publish in order to
secure a patent. So, because they weren’t the ones having the great public dialogue,
whatever terms they invented never did catch on.
This difference was primarily because the American aviation pioneers were entrepreneurs and
wanted to create their products in a way that did not help the competition, (who can blame
them) while the French pioneers came from millionaire families and were more motivated by
fame and glory and excitement and community than by making money. The French acted
more like Elon Musk or like hobbyist YouTubers, while the Americans acted like Boeing,
Lockheed or Northrop.
Bernardo Malfitano - Aviation Engineer
Many thanks to Graeme Alexander for finding this article and sending it in. - Ed.

Aviation Chic!

Aviators have always been
renowned for being snappy
dressers, with their smartlytailored uniforms and sartorial
vision, as can be seen here in
this historic photo of the crew of
a US Army TC-5 Blimp (a nonrigid airship) in 1921.
Having spent much of the last 15
years taking photographs at our
launch point at Chipping, I am
pleased to note that our
members are more than doing
their bit to maintain this proud
tradition and could give these
early pioneers a run for their
money on the catwalk! - Ed.
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Proving Medical Fitness for SPL
Updated May 2021
The previous BGA rules for medical fitness to glide will continue to
apply until 8th December 2021. Until then, you can continue to use
your current method of proving fitness to fly – For solo pilots, either
compliance with DVLA private driver standard (via driving license
possession or self-declaration, if you are under 25), LAPL medical,
Class 2 or other ICAO recognised medical. For instructors – GP
endorsement of Annex B. LAPL medical, Class 2 or other ICAO medical.
From 8th December 2021
Pre- solo pilots – if you are not solo, before your first solo flight,
you will need to obtain either a LAPL or Class 2 medical. If you have no pre-existing medical
problems, you may be able to obtain your LAPL medical from your GP. Otherwise, to obtain a
LAPL or Class 2 medical you will need to see an AME (aero-medical examiner). Once you
have an SPL, and the initial LAPL or Class 2 medical expires, you can utilise the CAA Pilot
Medical Declaration (PMD) – see below for more information.
To convert to an SPL – you may use the PMD to confirm your medical fitness. If you are
unable to meet the PMD criteria, you will need either a LAPL, Class 2 or other ICAO medical
to apply for the SPL. This applies to solo pilots AND instructors.
Student pilots in command – If you are a solo pilot, but cannot/do not convert to an SPL
(for example, if you have not got the bronze and cross country endorsement), you will
become a student pilot from 8th December. To continue to fly solo, you will need either
a LAPL or class 2 medical. If you later meet the requirements for an SPL, the medical will
be used to obtain this, once the medical expires you can utilise the PMD.
To fly outside the UK. The PMD is a UK CAA declaration and is not recognised outside the
UK. To fly abroad you will need an ICAO recognised medical certificate – usually a Class 2
medical. The UK LAPL medical is not ICAO recognised and will not be accepted.
Pilot Medical Declaration- PMD
The PMD is a declaration that you meet the medical requirements for a Group 1 private
drivers license issued by the DVLA and do not suffer from any physical or mental disqualifying
condition.
It is an offence under the Air Navigation Order 2016 to make a false declaration. It is the
pilot’s responsibility to ensure that they continue to comply and to withdraw their declaration
if they develop a disqualifying condition.
It can be used by solo pilots, to carry passengers and by instructors. To make a PMD, if
you have not already done so, you will need to register with the CAA portal. Previously issued
PMDs remain valid.
Full details are available on the CAA website
https://www.caa.co.uk/general-aviation/pilot-licences/medicalrequirements/medical-requirements-for-private-pilots/
There are several different medical standards for the PMD based on the
aircraft mean take off mass (MTOM). For aircraft <2000Kg MTOM the
standard the is the DVLA Group 1 standard, unless you are prescribed
any medication for a psychiatric condition (in which case you would
require a LAPL or Class 2 medical). The CAA have now agreed that glider
pilots may use this standard, the BGA require older instructors to meet
the higher 5700KG MTOM standard.
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Instructors over 75 years of age, if using the PMD, need to
meet the higher the 5700Kg standard, or obtain a LAPL or class 2
medical.
Full details are on the BGA website which is updated regularly:
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/laws-rules/pilot-medical-requirements
For anyone requiring individual advice, please contact me via my work email
address:
tracy.hiles@nhs.net or via the BGA office.
Tracy Ashton - BFGC / BGA Medical Adviser

Hypoxia Again!
Following on from previous articles in this newsletter about hypoxia, David Lyon sent in the
following report he found about an Australian pilot who fell asleep at his controls for 40
minutes and overshot his airport by 111 kilometres!
On the 2nd July 2020 in Queensland, Australia, the
pilot of a Cessna 208B aircraft was flying from
Cairns to Redcliffe airport in the Australian state on
a repositioning flight, which meant there were no
passengers onboard. According to a report from the
Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB), the
incident started when air traffic control (ATC)
attempted to contact the pilot about his imminent
landing into Redcliffe airport, but they received no
response for the next 40 minutes as he was asleep.
ATC operators then tried to contact the pilot using nearby aircraft, including a pilot operating
a Royal Flying Doctor service. The pilot of this Beechcraft aircraft, which had left Brisbane
airport, dipped their wings and approached the Cessna in an attempt to trigger its traffic
alert and collision system. This was unsuccessful and the pilot remained asleep.
When the plane had flown 111km southeast of Redcliffe airport, into the Pacific Ocean, the
pilot woke up and alerted ATC. The aircraft then landed safely at Gold Coast Airport, more
than 80 miles from Redcliffe.
According to the ATSB report, the pilot had flown through a patch of bad weather on
departure, climbing from 10,000ft to 11,000ft. “The ATSB found that the pilot was likely
experiencing a level of fatigue due to inadequate sleep the night before and leading up to the
incident,” ATSB acting transport safety director, Kerri Hughes, said.
“Further, operating at 11,000 feet with intermittent use of supplemental oxygen likely
resulted in the pilot experiencing mild hypoxia. This likely exacerbated the pilot’s existing
fatigue and contributed to the pilot falling asleep.”
Ms Hughes said most people generally underestimate their level of fatigue and tend to
overestimate their abilities.
“This incident emphasises the importance of pilots monitoring their own health and well-being,
to ensure that they are well-rested and adequately nourished, especially when conducting
single pilot operations,” she said.
Many thanks to David for sending this in. - Ed.
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Sailplane Flight Crew Licensing
From 8th December 2021 new rules come into force.
The Clock is ticking!

Sticking your head in the
sand is not an option!

Pre solo pilots
Carry on receiving instruction, but from 8th December you
will require a Light Aircraft Pilot Licence Medical, (LAPL) or
greater before you go solo.
Existing solo pilots without Bronze
and XC endorsement
If you have not achieved the above prior to the 8th
December, you will be a “student pilot”. You will have to be
supervised by an instructor. To fly solo, you will need to
provide a LAPL medical or greater.
Pilots with Bronze and XC endorsement or greater
before the 8th December
You should apply for a Sailplane Pilots licence (SPL) well in
advance of the 8th of December. If you do not have this in place by the deadline you will be
a student pilot and be supervised by an instructor. If you do not have an SPL, you will
require a LAPL medical or greater in place to fly solo. When applying for the SPL, any existing
ratings you hold will be transferred over, (cloud flying rating, aerobatics certificate, FRTOL
certificate etc.)
The SPL application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pilots/part-sfcl-pilot-licence-conversion-applicationform/
Read it carefully. You will require some aspects of your experience and I.D verifying. Those
able to do this are detailed on the application form. There is also a fee payable to the BGA
upon application.
For more in-depth information on the medical requirements, please read the article “Proving
Medical Fitness for SPL” in this newsletter. (Page 8)
Ian Ashton - CFI

Good Advice!
Many thanks to Graeme Alexander,
who sent in this sign he spotted in
the gents loo at Shobden (and
sneakily took a photo of while no one
was watching!)
If he’d been really brave, he would
have quickly popped into the ladies
with his camera as well, to see what
their sign said. (Answers on a
postcard!) - Ed.
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Ged’s Gems!
Trying to meet his slot time for streamer-cutting at an air display at
Netherthorpe one day, pilot Barry Tempest was hurriedly unwrapping
toilet rolls while rushing to his Druine Turbulent, when a little old lady
in the crowd was heard to say "Eee, I knew flying were dangerous"...
(If the first three turns of a toilet roll are not removed, the adhesive
prevents it from unrolling when it's dropped from the air. I bet you
didn't know that either!)
The garish Liberator shown in the
last issue was one of many war-weary bombers that the
US Eighth Air Force used as what they called "Lead Ships"
(‘lead’ as in ‘lead and follow’, not the metal). A lead ship
was a focus for assembling a bomber formation over
England before setting off on a daylight raid over enemy
territory. Once the formation was satisfactorily assembled
the lead ship would return to base. The gaudy colours
(oops, "colors" on an American "airplane") enabled the
lead ship to be readily and unmistakably identified by the
formatting bomber crews. In the 1980s I knew an American tug pilot who had flown
Liberators in England in WW2. On his days off from combat flying, he voluntarily flew lead
ships in order to build up flying hours in anticipation of thus being able to qualify post-war as
an airline pilot. He had an optimistic view of his chances of surviving a tour of operations
over Germany! (But isn't it always the other guy whom the Grim Reaper cops?)
Anyway, thereby ending the war with 1,640 hours and needing only 1,600 for the airline job,
he lived happily ever after.
The Ingenuity Helicopter is currently undergoing flight
tests on the surface of Mars. And just as the Wright
Brothers were the first to fly a powered aircraft on
Earth, they are now also a part of the first flights on
Mars, because a piece of original fabric from the wing
of the Wright brothers’ plane is attached to Ingenuity.
A glider I wouldn't be keen on flying !
The Kokukyoku Jinryu was a Second World War
Japanese suicide glider. It was intended to have a 10 second rocket launch from the ground
then glide to crash into invading Allied landing craft, tanks etc. Although test flown - by
aerotow - the war ended before the glider could be used in anger. Five or so were built and
production even continued for a few days AFTER the Japanese surrender!
Years ago, for "Launch Type", in addition to the notation W (Winch) and A (Aerotow), the
BGA Glider Pilot Logbook had R (Rocket Assisted). Unfortunately this rating isn't available on
the current Sailplane Pilot Licence.
The “glider fighter” shown in the last issue reminded me that the Japanese designed and built
a suicide glider. (Perhaps their P2s drove the
pilots to it ...) Fortunately, it was never used in
For elevator and aileron control the pilot of the
Japanese World War 2 Kokusai Ku-8-II transport
glider had a yoke, whereas his co-pilot had a
stick.
Ged.
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Scene from Above

I was circling in a tight thermal some 8,000 feet above Avila in Spain, when I poked the camera out of my DV panel to
take this photo looking straight down and found I’d captured a full-blown street plan of the city.
If you look carefully, you can make out the ancient stone walls surrounding the old town, numerous swimming pools and a bull ring.

Air Apparent!

This US Navy pilot was asked to work
out the speed of sound at sea level in
a Maths test. After three failed
attempts with a calculator, he decided
there had to be an easier way...

If you’re happy and you know it
Flap your wings!

¯

¯
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BGA Vision Statement
2020-2030 Developing a Sustainable Future for British Gliding
BGA Vision
Gliding is an exciting, rewarding, sustainable air sport with
associated recreational activity for all. It is facilitated
nationwide to a high standard by gliding clubs on airfields,
whose future is secured and in partnership with communities,
businesses and others.
Achieving this vision will entail the active support of the clubs and membership which
comprise the BGA.
Future of our sport
• We invest for the long term in sites and equipment.
• We work together because the whole is greater than the sum of the parts
• We learn from other clubs, other sports, other countries
• We adapt and thrive
Vitality of our clubs
• Member clubs are social units - open to all for the benefit of the community
• We support each other for the benefit of all
• We develop our skills and pass them on
• We volunteer to enhance our club and gliding
Freedom of the air
• We are self-reliant, self-regulating and work with the regulators to encourage and
manage derogated powers to reduce the regulatory burden on the State
• We respect and cooperate with other aviators
• We drive for solutions with mutual benefit
• We engage and lead with Government and regulators
Our place in the world
• We're environmentally friendly and sustainable
• We're technologically advanced and embrace technology advances
• We encourage our membership to deliver equality, gender balance, personal
development and STEM activities for the benefit of all.
• We support the aviation industry through pilot and aeronautic training
• We encourage competition as a way of furthering flying excellence and developing
aviation talent
BGA Role
To achieve this vision, the BGA aims to provide member clubs and glider pilots with
leadership and support to achieve:
• A gliding operation within a 1-hour drive for 95% of the UK population.
• Gliding club membership above 7,000 and increasing.
• A demographic profile of membership that converges closely with that of the UK
population.
• Training and coaching for development seen as a continuum across the full
spectrum of gliding activities and experience levels.
• Competition and award processes which reflect evolving glider and pilot
performance, as well as changing perceptions and measures of achievement.
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• Healthy and stable supply of instructors, with appropriate qualifications and a
balanced age distribution.
• An ethos of, and appetite for, volunteering amongst club members.
• Awareness that gliding is equal and responsible with all other aviation stakeholders
for the use of the airspace in which we all operate.
• Maximum autonomy and minimum external regulatory involvement.
• Wide public perception of the appeal, the value, and the success of British Gliding.
External Assistance
Future of our sport
• Obtain sponsorship from corporate and government sources to enhance site
security, develop facilities and equipment for the benefit all participants.
• Increase social media sharing and integrate our clubs’ media activities through
virtual means.
• Develop partnership arrangements with our fellow aviators and other adventure
activities.
• Look at all avenues to drive development
Vitality of our clubs
• Encourage and assist clubs and their membership to work with their local
communities to enable the wider use of club facilities for all gliding and non-gliding
activities.
• Encourage all glider pilots to assist new-comers to the sport and coach established
pilots to get the most out of their involvement in gliding.
• Encourage all glider pilots to seek Instructing qualifications.
• Engage all glider pilots to ensure succession planning for, and participate in, key
roles
Freedom of the air
• Work together to ensure that freedoms and airspace are available for all air-sports.
• Enhance our engagement with other air-sports through joint events.
Our place in the world
• Committed to encouraging and assisting gliding clubs and their membership to be
environmentally friendly and sustainable.
• Encouraging the use of technology to enhance access to gliding
• Enabling clubs to deliver equality, gender balance,
personal development and STEM
engagement for their benefit of their membership and
community.
• Delivering industry leading training schemes which will
increase glider pilots’ accessibility to aviation careers.

Quick Quotes!

“Sometimes you have to go up really high to see how small you are.” – Felix Baumgartner
“Until you spread your wings, you have no idea how far you’ll fly.” - Anon
“In the ongoing battle between objects made of aluminium going at hundreds of miles per
hour and the ground going at zero miles per hour, the ground has yet to lose.” - Anon
“Hey, everybody. Watch this!” - Every redneck crop-duster's last words
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Two for One
Two what for one what?
Two “happenings” unique in my life so far,
for the price of one flight. The genesis of all
this occurred some six of seven years
earlier when I was a member of the now
extinct Land’s End Gliding Club. This was
based at Land’s End/St. Just airport, just
over 3 miles northeast of Land’s End. In
those days it was a grass airfield with a
couple of small hangars, a small control
tower and a hut that served as the terminal
building for an air route between the
A De Havilland Rapide
Photo by ASRuth
mainland and the Isles of Scilly, 30 miles to
the west and flown by BEA using De Havilland Rapides, twin engined biplanes, soon to be
replaced by Sikorsky S.61s. During the War the RAF stationed some Hurricanes there and on
St. Mary’s in the Scillies, (See Beamont’s book My Part of the Sky).
My parents lived some ten hilly miles from the airfield and I would like to be able to say that
during university vacations, on every flying day, I eagerly cycled to the airfield like some
blond German youth going to the Wasserkuppe. Unfortunately, the truth is I only went when
I could scrounge a lift or borrow my parents’ car, so my training was rather fragmentary.
Apart from the details of two flights, I can’t remember much about my time there, except for
the CFI, a recently retired RAF pilot, shouting at me for over-ruddering my turns; not the last
instructor to be exasperated by my flying. On one of the vaguely remembered flights, an
instructor took me in their T21 in an attempt to reach and soar the cliffs to the west of the
field. We never got to them and during my various visits, I don’t remember anyone doing so.
My memory of the second flight starts with being in the 21 on finals and the instructor doing
the flying. It was clear that we were under-shooting, probably due to me messing up the
circuit, but I did realise it was not correct to keep raising the nose to extend the glide.
Eventually the inevitable happened and we descended abruptly, but surprisingly gently onto
the thick gorse that surrounded the airfield. With no boundary fence the glider was pulled
forward onto the grass and we carried on. I can’t remember anything being said, but I do
remember thinking that if this happened when I was flying, I would push the stick forwards
and dive at the ground like a demented Stuka and then, when well down in the wind gradient
level off and scream across the boundary.
Jump forwards a few years and I’m on finals at the top end in a Swallow, (when we really did
land at the top). With some help from the curl-over I was undershooting and put my plan
into action. According to Eric Brown, the famous Royal Navy test pilot, the maximum
permitted speed for a diving Stuka was 373mph. I didn’t manage that but a speed of 80
knots lurks in my memory. However, when I came to level out I got the shock of my life. It
felt as if a giant had taken hold of the glider and yanked it very vigorously up and down. It
was frighteningly violent and the image of the giant actually came into my mind at the time.
Fortunately, I realised that I was the cause and immediately held the stick rigid at which
point it all stopped. Then to my great surprise the edges of my vision closed in, so that all I
could perceive was a narrow circle with the strip of grass in the bottom half running down the
slope in front of me. The landing seemed OK and I finished up level with the apron. Two
phenomena, pilot-induced-oscillations and peripheral vision all for the price of one flight.
That’s gliding for you.
Notes. Don’t try this at home. Peripheral vision can be caused by extreme stress.
- Trevor Tutthill
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10th Anniversary Issue!
This may be just another club newsletter to
you, but to me it represents a bit of a
milestone. I took over editing the newsletter
in June 2011 and therefore, this is my 10th
Anniversary issue! (I’m wearing a paper hat
and eating cake as I type!)
On the front page of that first edition, I wrote;

The top of the first front page in 2011.
Remember that you can look back at any of
the previous issues of our Newsletter
by clcking on

“In this bumper “first of many” issue, we bring
you a broad range of interesting, informative
and thought-provoking articles, mixed with a
fair sprinkling of utter nonsense and a bit of
eye-candy. If you like it, let me know and if
there are bits you can’t stand or things you
would rather see instead, let me know that
too and we’ll see if we can’t develop a firstrate club newsletter between us.”
That statement still stands - Ed.

http://bfgc.co.uk/newsletters

Give me Air!
In the last issue, I printed a photo of a
cutaway aircraft specially constructed for
claustrophobic airmen. (Ged was quick to
inform me that it was a Grumman Duck).
Apparently, this was a bigger problem than
I realised and I can now show you a later
attempt to resolve this issue using a
Westland helicopter. It was a better
solution. Not only did they leave the sides
wide open for extra ventilation, but they
also had a massive fan on the roof to push
air through the fuselage. Good old RAF,
they’d do anything for suffering airmen!

Open the Windows!
The sponsorship deal between the
USAAF and Everest Double Glazing
just goes from strength to strength,
as this Vought Sea Wolf from 1939
shows.
All it needs now is a full-time
window-cleaning team and a nice
set of curtains! - Ed.
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The Sixth of June
The deadline for contributions to this newsletter was 6th June. While it is my opinion that we
are asked to commemorate too much nowadays, it is perhaps appropriate that we remember
the men who went gliding, for the benefit of all of us, on that date in 1944. Below is the
photograph of the Bren gun of one of these men. He was in one of the gliders whose
occupants captured the bridge over the Orne canal at the eastern end of what was to become
the D-day bridgehead. Unfortunately he
was thrown out of his glider into a small
pond when it landed and having been
knocked unconscious, he drowned. His
Bren gun, (minus its muzzle and front
sight) was found in the same location a
few years ago.
- Trevor Tuthill
And while we’re on the
subject of those gallant
men preparing for D-Day
and willing to face deadly
danger with anything they
have to hand, I also bring
you a photograph of a
squad of soldiers loading
a Horsa with British issue
bicycles before setting off
across the Channel to
face Panzer divisions.
Brave men indeed!

A Piece of History

That look on a pilot’s face when he’s been told
to test fly an aircraft, but he’s sure the riggers
left half of it in the hangar!

A Vickers Vampire from 1917
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Fleet Modifications!

A month or so ago, we had a terrible lockdown incident at Bowland Forest. Someone who
should have known better, borrowed the JCB and tried to use it to improve their trailer
parking spot near the apron. Lacking proper training and confused by the controls, they
managed to drive the bucket straight through the back end of JLO and then, horror struck at
what they’d done, rapidly reversed and took off the front of the fuselage and a couple of feet
of wing as well! It could have spelled disaster for the club, but thankfully, we have some real
skill in our club team. Ian and Reg put their heads together and came up with a cunning
plan to get JLO back into the air again, using just the bits that the JCB had missed. Between
them, they designed and built an exciting new experimental aircraft, which they are calling
the ‘Ugly Duckling’. (Seems harsh! - I think it’s cute!) As you can see above, Dean Eden
came back in as a special favour to test fly it. No one else seemed keen for some reason, so
they told Dean the club needed his help with a green project! (It was true, sort of - Good job
it wasn’t JZE!) Anyway, doesn’t it just look magnificent! It flew a treat and the new
configuration has another great advantage. If it lands out, we don’t need a trailer for the
retrieve, as it actually fits snugly inside Frank Gill’s van when de-rigged. Result! What an
amazing team we have at BFGC! - Ed.

Editor’s Endbit

And that was the 10th Anniversary Edition of the BFGC Newsletter. Hoorah! It seems like
only yesterday that I first took this job on. (I’m lying!) As usual, many thanks to the people
who have sent in copy. I hope that you’ll all enjoy reading it and that even more people will
write in for the September edition.
The deadline date for the next newsletter will be Sunday, 5th September. As always, you
don’t have to wait until then. Send me your submissions at any time and I’ll keep them safe
until the deadline. Please send all copy to my e-mail address at soaringkeith@gmail.com
I’ll look forward to hearing from you.
Keith Clarke - Editor

